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This pandemic COVID-19 caused this year's Industrial Placement Program to be
slightly different from the previous years. Therefore, students are given three choices, do
this Industrial Placement Program in UMN Dormitory or Video Learning Project, and in
the Hotel, and the writer choose Video Learning Project. Video Learning Project is a
replacement project for the students which will be complete by making a video. It is a
mandatory for all hospitality student to be able to pass the third semester. These
replacement project is assigned for those who is not able to undertook the Industrial
Placement at a hotel or Universitas Multimedia Nusantara’s dormitory. In this program, the
students should make a video of all the subjects.
The Industrial Placement Program is to enhance the writer’s skill and knowledge in
room divisions, especially in Front Office and Housekeeping Department. It has been
started since July 2020 until October 2020 at Universitas Multimedia Nusantara. Industrial
Placement Program is very important program for all the students to learn a new lesson and
increase knowledge, also to add new experience.
In this report, the writer is written a detail information about the activities that the
writer did since the Industrial Placement started, also the report contains the details of
procedures about the activities done during the program. This information can be a
referance for all the students or juniors in Hotel Operations Program who will facing the
Industrial Placement Program.
Keywords : Industrial Placement Program, Video Learning Project, Front Office and
Housekeeping Department, Pandemic COVID-19
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PREFACE
First of all, the writer wants to thank God for the blessings that He has given to the
writer to be able to carry out the Industrial Placement Program and wrote this report as the
result of the internship that the writer has fulfilled the requirement for the student from the
faculty of Hotel Operations Program to be able to graduate. Also the writer want to thank
the writer’s parents and friends who always supporting her.
Thank you to Ms Septi Fahmi Choirisa, S. Kom.I. M. Par, who monitoring all the
students for this Industrial Placement, and all the lecturers who gave the writer and all the
students a new lessons and help the writer to undergo in this Industrial Placement Program.
More about that, the writer wants to thank Sir Fernando Adam Hainim who taught the
students how to make reports.
The writer wants to thank all the volunteer from faculty of Film and Television,
which is Erick Wibisono, Revo Sambora, Christian Auryn, and Agnes Michelle for helping
the writer to shoot and edit the video. For preparing this project, the writer got some help
from other Industrial Placement student from faculty of Film and Television. For making
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